
Sludge forms an ideal 
breeding ground for bacte-
ria.  Lodging in corners and 
cavities, it is effectively 
impossible to flush out.

Key shafts are open and not 
sealed, allowing fluids to 
freely enter the casing.  
Only the electronics inside 
the casing are sealed.

Dirt and bacteria are drawn 
into the inside of the key-
board when attempting to 
clean and wash.

Small drain holes take up to 
24 hours to empty keyboard 
casing of fluids.  The key-
board cannot be used for 
this period.

Washable Keyboard

What is a medical grade PC keyboard?
Direct comparisons between PC keyboard types
Not all medical grade keyboards meet infection control guidelines and can be dangerous bacteria breeding 
grounds.

Keyboards suitable for healthcare environments can be put in to two categories: 
 Washable non-medical grade keyboards
 Washable medical grade keyboards

Washable, non-medical grade keyboards

Though fully washable, these keyboards allow solid and liquid particles to enter and lodge in the internal 
cavities of the keyboard.  Because only the electronics inside these keyboards are waterproof and washable, 
effective internal cleaning of these keyboards cannot be ensured as it is impossible to directly clean, drain or 
dry the fouled internal areas.  The design of these keyboards allows debris to become lodged and trapped in 
the internal cavity, both impacting keyboard functionality and more dangerously, harbouring contaminants 
which can contribute to the spread of bacteria and infections.  

Washable non-medical grade keyboard examples:
SealShield, Kensington Keyboard for Life

These keyboards DO NOT meet infection control guidelines.



The electronics are sealed 
inside the                    keyboard 
using the same simple principle 
as the                        keyboard 
where the sealed electronics 
are water or dishwasher proof 
but the casing fills with fouled 
liquid as shown in the illustration 
printed on the                    key-
board box.

                    Spill Resistant Keyboard                    Spill Resistant Keyboard

inside the                    keyboard 
using the same simple principle 

printed on the                    key

Similar to washable non-medical grade keyboards are spill 
resistant keyboards which are even less effective, featuring 
smaller drain holes.  Spill resistant keyboards, due to their 
design, cannot be washed and disinfected as the electron-
ic components of the keyboard are not fully protected from 
running water.

Photograph of Kensington Spill Resistant Keyboard Box



Water and washing fluids 
remain outside the key-
board.  Keyboard can be 
used immediately by simply 
shaking and wiping dry.

Patented sealed key stops 
liquids entering while allow-
ing normal ‘touch type’ 
operation.  Cleaning fluids 
flush easily under all surfaces.

Hermetically sealed interior  
prevents any fluids or matter 
entering, protecting the 
electronics and excluding 
any possible contamination.

Laser welding melts the two 
halves of the casing into one 
sealed unit creating a high-
strength monocoque structure.

Washable medical grade keyboards

These are the only type of keyboards featuring a fully sealed design that allows for complete washing and disin-
fecting, providing an easy solution to the problem of bacterial infection.  True medical grade keyboards can be 
immersed in commercial grade detergents or antibacterial solutions, without damaging the product or impacting 
functionality.  Solid matter and fl uids remain on the outside of the keyboard and are unable to enter the cavities 
where they cannot be fl ushed out and sterilized.

Medical grade keyboard examples:
PC Type - Unotron SpillSeal        Solid Rubber - M & M ReallyCool, IKey

These keyboards DO meet infection control guidelines.

Finally, there is a difference between these medical grade keyboards, and it is a matter of typing preference 
as to which is chosen.  Unotronʼs SpillSeal has a long stroke touch type key exactly the same as a “normal” 
PC keyboard, while the other suitable keyboards mentioned are made from solid silicon rubber, which is 
harder to type on, but extremely rugged when impacted.

               UNOTRON          
washable medical keyboard



Conclusion

While all the keyboards described here are washable in some way, only one type, the washable 
medical grade, features this fully sealed structure that allows for effective washing and disinfect-
ing to infection control standards.  The fully sealed structure keeps solid matter and fluids on the 
outside of the keyboard, ensuring that the keyboard is fully sanitized and no particles become 
stuck inside the keyboard structure.

It is the non invasive casing internal design of the keyboard which ensures effective disinfect-
ing to infection control standards.  The claims made for spill-resistant, washable non-medical 
grade keyboards for use in a medical environment are deceptive and dangerous to the patient and 
amount to bad infection control practice by the hospital.  

Extreme caution is called for as there are instances of gross misrepresentation in the sales claims 
of certain importers of cheap Asian keyboards.  These keyboards when used in the healthcare 
environment are potentially dangerous.

All registered and unregistered trademarks are the property of their respective companies.  
Information is based on the best available resources.  
Opinions reflect the judgment at the time and are subject to change.
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